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Abstract

Load balancing is a very important and complex problem in computational grids. A computational grid differs from traditional
high performance computing systems in the heterogeneity of the computing nodes and communication links, as well as background
workloads that may be present in the computing nodes. There is a need to develop algorithms that could capture this complexity
yet can be easily implemented and used to solve a wide range of load balancing scenarios. Artificial life techniques have been used
to solve a wide range of complex problems in recent times. The power of these techniques stems from their capability in searching
large search spaces, which arise in many combinatorial optimization problems, very efficiently. This paper studies several well-
known artificial life techniques to gauge their suitability for solving grid load balancing problems. Due to their popularity and
robustness, a genetic algorithm (GA) and tabu search (TS) are used to solve the grid load balancing problem. The effectiveness of
each algorithm is shown for a number of test problems, especially when prediction information is not fully accurate. Performance
comparisons with Min–min, Max–min, and Sufferage are also discussed.
Crown Copyright © 2007 Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The computational grid is a promising platform that provides large resources for distributed algorithmic process-
ing [8]. Such platforms are much more cost-effective than traditional high performance computing systems. However,
computational grid has different constraints and requirements to those of traditional high performance computing sys-
tems. To fully exploit such grid systems, resource management and scheduling are key grid services, where issues of
task allocation and load balancing represent a common problem for most grid systems.

The load balancing mechanism aims to equally spread the load on each computing node, maximizing their utiliza-
tion and minimizing the total task execution time [33]. In order to achieve these goals, the load balancing mechanism
should be ‘fair’ in distributing the load across the computing nodes. This implies that the difference between the
heaviest-loaded node and the lightest-loaded node should be minimized. In this paper, we will use a standard perfor-
mance metric—the application makespan, to evaluate our approaches and other approaches that have been proposed
in the literature. The application makespan is defined in this study as the amount of time taken from when the first
input file is sent for computation (to a computing node), to when the last task is completed by a computing node.
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In general load balancing algorithms can be classified as centralized or decentralized, and static or dynamic. In
the centralized approach (e.g. [28]), one node in the system acts as a scheduler and makes all the load balancing
decisions. Information is sent from the other nodes to this node. In the decentralized approach (e.g. [35]), all nodes
in the system are involved in the load balancing decisions. It is therefore very costly for each node to obtain and
maintain the dynamic state information of the whole system. Most decentralized approaches let each node obtains and
maintains only partial information locally to make sub-optimal decisions.

Static load balancing algorithms (e.g. [25]) assume all information governing load balancing decisions that can
include the characteristics of the jobs, the computing nodes and the communication network are known in advance.
Load balancing decisions are made deterministically or probabilistically at compile time and remain constant during
runtime. The static algorithms have one major disadvantage—it assumes that the characteristics of the computing
resources and communication network are all known in advance and remain constant. Such an assumption may not
apply to a grid environment. In contrast, dynamic load balancing algorithms attempt to use the runtime state informa-
tion to make more informative load balancing decisions. Undoubtedly, the static approach is easier to implement and
has minimal runtime overhead. However, dynamic approaches may result in better performance.

One simple load balancing algorithm is the Best-fit algorithm. In this algorithm, tasks are assigned according to
their order in the queue. Each task is then scheduled to available computing nodes based on the completion time
offered by the nodes; the node that completes the task the fastest (taking into account its current load) is chosen. In
our implementation tasks are assigned/scheduled to computing nodes as soon as the computing nodes are available.
Once a task is assigned to a node, it will be executed on that node and will not be re-assigned to another node. If there
are tasks in the queue and no available computing nodes, the scheduler will wait until there is an available node, at
which time the scheduling of tasks in the queue will continue.

Three load balancing algorithms, which can be implemented statically or dynamically in a grid environment, were
proposed in [22,29]. These are Min–min, Max–min, and Sufferage. Each of the three algorithms assigns tasks itera-
tively to the computing nodes. Beginning from a set of tasks to schedule, a task is chosen, assigned to a node, and
removed from the set. This process continues until all the tasks are assigned or ‘enough’ tasks have been assigned
to the nodes. In our implementation the set of tasks that are included for scheduling include unassigned (have not
been assigned a computing node) tasks, as well as assigned unexecuted tasks. A task is chosen from the set in the
following way. First, the completion time for each task in each processor is computed. A minimum completion time
(MCT) for each task is then computed. Finally, a metric is computed for each task, and the task with the ‘best’ metric
is assigned to the processor corresponding to the task’s MCT. The three algorithms differ in the way the tasks’ metric
are computed.

In the Min–min algorithm, a task with the minimum MCT is chosen. This means tasks with the lowest completion
times are given priority. In Max–min, a task with the maximum MCT is chosen. Finally, in Sufferage, a sufferage
value is calculated and used as the metric. In this study, the sufferage value for a task is defined as the difference
between its best MCT and its second best MCT. The task with the highest sufferage value is then chosen.

In this paper, we propose the use of genetic algorithm (GA) and tabu search (TS) to find efficient solutions to the
grid load balancing problem. A Sufferage algorithm is combined with GA, as well as TS, which improves the overall
performance of the algorithms. A comparison on the performance improvement is also investigated.

The next section is an overview of the system model including the grid and communication model that we are
using. This is followed by the development of a genetic algorithm and tabu search algorithms to solve the grid load
balancing problems. The results section provides a number of detailed simulations that shows the applicability of the
proposed approaches.

2. System model

We assume that the computational grid system consists of a set of sites S connected by a communication network.
In general, each site may contain multiple number of computing nodes, and each computing node may have single
or multiple processors. The processors in the nodes are heterogeneous, meaning they may have different processing
power. Without loss of generality and to emphasize our main ideas, we assume each site has one computing node
equipped with a single processor; the processors in the different computing nodes have different processing power.

A computing node in the grid may also have a local user (or multiple local users) that uses the node for other
computations (that is, the node is not a dedicated node). As such, at any one time a computing node may have
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background workload associated with it, which will affect the completion time of the grid jobs assigned to it. Each
computing node has a task-time queue that can hold a certain number of tasks/jobs. Tasks are queued as long as the
queue is not full. To this end, each computing node sends a reply message, after it has received a task or completed
a task, indicating if it can receive more tasks. The scheduler sends one task at a time to the computing nodes that are
available to receive tasks, as long as there are tasks in the scheduler’s queue that have been assigned to the computing
node.

The sites s1, . . . , sn in S is fully interconnected, meaning that there exists a communication path between any
two sites (si, sj ) in S. Inter-site communication is done via message passing, and the underlying network protocol
guarantees that messages are received by the intended recipient in the order they are sent. Our communication model
represents network performance between a site si to a site sj using two parameters—a transmission delay TDij

representing start-up cost and contention delays at intermediate links on the path from si to sj , and a data transmission
rate BW ij representing the bandwidth available on the path from si to sj . For a message of size m to be transmitted
from site si to sj , the transmission time is then given by TDij + m/BW ij . TDij and BW ij can be calculated from
analytical models or historical information, or dynamically forecasted by facilities such as the Network Weather
Service (NWS) [39].

2.1. Application model

One common application model for the computational grid is the bag-of-tasks application. In this application
model, an application consists of a set of independent tasks with no required order of execution. The tasks are of dif-
ferent computation sizes and communication sizes, meaning each task requires a different computation time and data
transmission time for completion. Bag-of-tasks applications can be classified into two categories: data intensive and
computationally intensive. In this paper, computationally intensive bag-of-tasks (CBoT) application are of particular
interest. A CBoT application is characterized by a high ratio of computation time over communication time.

Some researchers have considered job migration (migration of partly executed jobs) in their load balancing al-
gorithms. However, job migration is far from trivial in practice. It involves collecting all system states (e.g. virtual
memory image, process control blocks, unread I/O buffer, data pointers, timers etc.) of the job, which is large and
complex. Several studies (e.g. [27,42]) have shown that: (1) job migration is often difficult to achieve in practice,
(2) the operation is generally expensive in most systems, and (3) there are no significant benefits of such a mechanism
over those offered by non-migratory counterparts. As such, we do not consider migration of partly executed jobs in
this paper. Instead, a job that is currently executing on a computing node may be canceled, and restarted on another
node.

3. Genetic algorithm

A genetic algorithm (GA) [16,30,31,38] is a biologically inspired optimization and search technique developed
by Holland [21]. Its behavior mimics the evolution of simple, single celled organisms. It is particularly useful in
situations where the solution space to be searched is huge, making sequential search computationally expensive and
time consuming.

GA is a type of guided random search technique, able to find ‘efficient’ solutions in a variety of cases. Efficient here
is defined as solutions that, though they may not be the absolute optimal, is within the constraints of the problem, and
is found in a reasonable amount of time and resources. To put another way, the effectiveness or quality of a GA (for
a particular problem) can be judged by its performance against other known techniques—in terms of solutions found,
and time and resources used to find the solutions. That is, much like everything else in life, we judge by relative
performance or benchmark—have we performed better than our competitors? It should also be pointed out that in
many cases (much like everything else in life) the absolute optimal is not known. In this respect, GA has shown itself
to be extremely effective in problems ranging from optimizations to machine learning [23,30,31,41].

Some common terminology used in GA is described below. The relationships between the different ‘units’ used in
the GA system are shown in Fig. 1.

Gene A basic entity in GA, a single gene represents a particular feature or characteristic of individuals in the GA
system.
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Fig. 1. Genetic algorithm system. Population is a collection of chromosomes, and chromosome is a collection of genes.

Allele A value associated with a gene. For example, biologically speaking, a gene for eye color may have an allele
value of ‘brown.’

Chromosome An individual in the GA system, consisting of a string (or collection) of genes. Each chromosome
represents a solution (usually an encoding of the solution), or a parameter set, for the particular problem.

Locus The position of a gene in the chromosome.
Population Collection of chromosomes.

The gene in GA takes on a value from an alphabet of size r ∈ Z+. Each chromosome/string then consists of a series
of n genes:

s̃ = {b1, b2, . . . , bn} (1)

resulting in a solution space of size rn. The most common, and generally most effective [16] string representation is
the binary alphabet {0,1}. In this case, each gene takes on a possible value of 0 or 1:

bi ∈ {0,1}, i = 1,2, . . . , n, (2)

whereby the solution space is now of size 2n. In most cases, the use of binary gene (resulting in a binary string) results
in longer chromosome length (to represent the parameter set, or solutions, to the problem). At the same time, this
results in more genes available to be ‘exploited’ by the GA, resulting in better performances in many cases [16,31].

The evolution of the GA population from one generation to the next is usually achieved through the use of three
‘operators’ that are fundamental in GA: selection, crossover, and mutation.

3.1. Selection

Selection is the process of selecting chromosomes (in the population) from the current generation, for ‘processing’
to the next generation. For this purpose, highly fit chromosomes/individuals are usually given a higher chance of being
selected more often, thereby producing more ‘offspring’ for the next generation. Some common techniques to achieve
this objective include:

• Fitness-proportionate selection.
• Rank selection.
• Tournament selection.
• Elitism; this method is used in conjunction with the other selection methods.

In the fitness-proportionate selection method, the number of times an individual is selected for reproduction is
proportional to its fitness value, as compared to the average fitness of the population. One simple method is to set the
expected ‘count’ of each individual to the following:

E(i) = fi

¯ , (3)

f
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where E(i) denotes the expected count of an individual i, fi denotes the fitness value associated with individual i,
and f̄ denotes the average fitness of the population. One disadvantage of using the fitness-proportionate selection is
that too much emphasis may be put on individual’s fitness as the selection criteria. Such emphasis can cause problems
in some cases. As the initial population of the GA is usually created randomly, typically initially (and early on in the
search) the fitness variance in the population is high. As such, if initially the population contains a few highly fit (but
sub-optimal) individuals, and the rest of the population are relatively ‘low fit’ in comparison, then these highly fit
individuals will dominate the selection process, due to their high selection probabilities. These highly fit individuals
(and their descendants) will multiply quickly, and in a few generations will have dominated the population—resulting
in a quick and probably premature convergence. In effect, exploration of the search space by the genetic algorithm
(GA) is restricted, due to the fitness-proportionate selection process. On the other hand, later on in the iteration when
the population has a low variance (the individuals in the population have ‘similar’ fitness values), then the selection
process will result in all individuals having around the same selection probabilities. Since ‘good’ and ‘bad’ individuals
have around the same chance of being selected, this results in a ‘stale’ population, whereby the average fitness of the
population is not improved in further generations.

To overcome the problems of fitness-proportionate selection, whereby the ‘evolution’ of the GA depends highly
on the population’s fitness variance, other selection methods have been proposed. In the rank-based selection scheme,
individuals in the population are first sorted according to their fitness values. Each individual’s rank in the population—
instead of its fitness value, is then used to ‘influence’ the selection process. One simple, non-linear rank-based selection
scheme is the following [40]:

pi = R(i)
∑n

j=1 R(j)
(4)

where pi denotes the selection probability of individual i, n denotes the population size, and R(i) ∈ [1, n] denotes
the rank of individual i. In this case, R(n) represents the fittest (best) individual, and R(1) the worst individual in the
population.

Finally, the tournament selection scheme uses the ‘idea’ of the rank-based selection scheme described above, but
in a computationally more efficient way. Tournament selection does not require the whole population to be sorted
according to their fitness values. Further, the tournament selection scheme can be implemented in parallel. In the non-
probabilistic tournament selection, a certain number k of individuals is chosen at random from the population. The
fittest individual in this ‘group’ is then selected (given the right to reproduce). The individuals in the group are then
‘returned’ to the population, and can be selected again. This process is repeated n (where n is the population size)
times. Typically, k is set to two. In this case, the fitter of the two individual is considered the ‘winner,’ and is selected.

While in the above selection scheme the fitter of the individuals always win, this is not always the case in the prob-
abilistic tournament selection scheme. In the basic probabilistic tournament selection, two individuals are chosen at
random from the population. The two individuals then ‘compete’ in a virtual tournament, whereby the fitter individual
has a ps ∈ [0,1] chance of winning (e.g. ps = 0.8). The winner is then selected (given the right to reproduce). As
before, this process is repeated until the required number of individuals has been selected for reproduction.

Elitism is usually used in conjunction with the other selection methods. In its simplest form, the best σ individuals
are ‘cloned’ and guaranteed to be present, in its current form, in the next generation. Such method is used to ensure
that the best individuals are not lost, either because they are not selected in the selection procedure, or because their
genes have been changed by crossover and mutation. Without elitism, the best solution (represented by one or more
individuals in the population) available may vary wildly from generation to generation; with elitism, however, the best
solution available in the current generation is guaranteed to be better or at least the same, as the previous generation.
The use of elitism improves the performance of the genetic algorithm in many cases [7,17,18,24,26,31,32,34].

3.2. Crossover

Once individuals/chromosomes have been selected (for reproduction), crossover is applied to the chosen individ-
uals. The crossover operator usually operates on two individuals/parents, to produce two children. The crossover
operator is one of the distinguishing features of a genetic algorithm, and its use ensures that characteristics of each
parent are inherited in the children.
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Common crossover methods that are readily used for binary gene include one-point crossover, two-point crossover,
and uniform crossover. Which of these crossover methods is the most appropriate to use depends on the particular
problems, in particular the chromosome encoding (to represent the problem set), and fitness function used. Note
though the two-point crossover and uniform crossover is commonly used in recent genetic algorithm applications [31].

In uniform crossover gene exchanges can occur at any position on the chromosome. For example, if we have two
parents 000000 and 111111, then to produce two offspring we go through each of the six genes of one of the parent.
For each gene, there is a probability ps (e.g. ps = 0.7) that this gene will be exchanged with the other parent. As such,
if an exchange happens at position 2 and 5, then the two offspring produced will be 010010 and 101101.

3.3. Mutation

While the crossover operator works on a pair (or more) of chromosomes/individuals to produce two (or more)
offspring, the mutation operator works on each individual offspring. The mutation operator helps prevent early con-
vergence of the genetic algorithm (GA) by changing characteristics (allele) of chromosomes in the population. Such
changes in the chromosomes also results in the GA’s ability to ‘jump’ to far away solutions, hopefully to unexplored
areas of the solution space. Clearly though, the mutation rate of the chromosomes should not be set too high, as too
much mutations has the effect of ‘changing’ the guided random search of the GA to a purely random search.

3.4. Genetic algorithm framework

The GA used for efficient solutions to the load balancing problem, considering the points discussed above, is shown
below.

ALGORITHM 1 (GA FOR LOAD BALANCING):
Input: Parameters for the GA.
Output: Population of solutions, P . Each of these solutions can be used as a task schedule.
Begin

Initialize the population, P .
Evaluate P .
While stopping conditions not true do

Select Elite in P consisting of k (1 � k � population size) best individuals.
Apply Selection from individuals in P to create P mating, consisting of (population size − k) individuals.
Crossover P mating.
Mutate P mating.
Copy the whole individuals of P mating to P , replacing the worst (population size − k) individuals in P .
Evaluate P .
If escape condition true then Escape.

End.

The parameters for the GA are shown in Table 1. First, a fixed number of tasks are considered for scheduling.
This is to stop the scheduler from scheduling an excessive number of tasks at once; this also limits the computation
time required by the scheduler. In this study, a window size of eight times the number of nodes available is used. The
window represents all the tasks in the queue that will be considered for scheduling; if the number of tasks in the queue
is less than the window size then TaskSet consists of all the tasks in the queue; otherwise TaskSet consists of all the
tasks in the window. Note that a task remain in the scheduler’s queue until it is completed; tasks that have been sent
or are executing on computing nodes still remain in the queue, as they may be re-allocated to another node.

A population of solution is then created. In our case, a chromosome population of twice the size of TaskSet is used.
Each chromosome represents a valid task schedule. A binary string representation is used for the chromosomes. For
example, if we have four tasks to schedule and three nodes, one possible string is: 0101|1000|0010, which says that
task 2 and 4 is scheduled on node 1, task 1 is scheduled on node 2, and task 3 is scheduled on node 3. Note that each
binary gene can have a value of either ‘0’ or ‘1.’ Note that the execution order is not coded into the solution, as this
would result in a sharp increase in the search space the GA has to explore. In the experiments we have also found that,
because load balancing/scheduling are done periodically, that is to say that the task schedules are continually refined,
the execution order of tasks at any period does not greatly affect the overall makespan.
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Table 1
Genetic algorithm parameters

Window size w 8 × (number of nodes)
Population m 2 × (size of TaskSet)
Best cloned σ 5% of m

Tournament selection ps 0.8
Two-point crossover pc 0.8
Gene mutation pm 0.0005
Evolution period T 200
Max stale period Tstale 20
Escape mutation pmm 0.2

At initialization, the configuration for each chromosome is generated. The generation process is as follows. First,
a Sufferage algorithm is used to generate an initial configuration for the chromosomes. A certain number (in this
study we use 50%) of chromosomes are then mutated with mutation probability of 0.3. The mutation operator used is
a custom bit mutation, whereby a task is randomly moved to another node. This initial population is then evaluated.
After the initial evaluation, the GA goes into the ‘evolution loop.’ The GA continues to evolve until the stopping
conditions are met. In this case, a fixed number of iterations/generations of 200 is used. The use of a fixed number
leads to a greater predictability of the running time of the algorithm, as well as limiting the running time of the
algorithm.

At each generation, the chromosomes/rules in the population are sorted in descending order, according to their
fitness. In this experiment, the best σ rules are kept, and survive to the next generation intact. To this end, tournament
selection is applied to the m chromosomes in the current population, with probability ps = 0.8, to create a mating
pool of m − σ . In the tournament selection, two individuals are chosen at random from the current population P .
The two individuals then ‘compete’ in a virtual tournament, whereby the fitter individual has a ps chance of winning.
The winner is then given the right to ‘mate,’ proceeding in this case to the mating pool. This process is repeated until
a specified number of individuals have been selected. It should be noted that the same individual can be selected more
than once, leading to the individual ‘mating’ more than once.

To the chromosomes in the mating pool, a custom uniform crossover with probability pc = 0.8 is applied. In
the crossover, only task assignment that is different in the two strings needs to be considered; for example, if we
have four tasks to schedule and three processors, two possible strings are 0101|1000|0010 and 1100|0010|0001. If
a crossover occurs in the first and last position of the two strings then we have 1100|0000|0011 and 0101|1010|0000.
After crossover, a custom gene mutation operator of probability pm = 0.0005 is applied. These m − σ chromosomes
are then copied to the current population P , which, together with the best σ chromosomes, forms the next generation
of chromosomes.

Finally, the ‘escape’ condition is checked. Here, the escape condition is the number of generation since the last
improvement in solution. If this number exceeds the maximum stale period Tstale = 20, an escape operator is applied.
In the escape operator, the population undergoes a massive gene mutation of pmm = 0.2.

4. Tabu search

Tabu search (TS) [10,11,15] was first proposed in its current form by Glover [9]. It has been successfully applied
to a wide range of theoretical and practical problems, including graph coloring, vehicle routing, job shop scheduling,
course scheduling, and maximum independent set problem [1–6,19,20,36,37].

One main ingredient of tabu search (TS) is the use of adaptive memory to guide problem solving. One may argue
that memory is a necessary component for ‘intelligence’, and intelligent problem solving. Tabu search uses a set of
strategies and learned information to ‘mimic’ human insights for problem solving, creating essentially an ‘artificial
intelligence’ unto itself—though problem specific it may be.

Tabu search also has links to evolutionary algorithms through its ‘intimate relation’ to scatter search and path re-
linking [12,14]. Numerous computational studies over the years have shown that tabu search can compete, and in
many cases surpass the best-known techniques [13,20]. In some cases, the improvements can be quite dramatic.
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In its most basic sense, a tabu search can be thought of as a local search procedure, whereby it ‘moves’ from one
solution to a ‘neighboring’ solution. In choosing the next solution to move to, however, tabu search uses memory and
extra knowledge endowed about the problem. A basic tabu search algorithm is shown below.

ALGORITHM 2 (BASIC TABU SEARCH):
Input: Parameters for the TS.
Output: A feasible solution to the problem.
Begin

Generate an initial solution s.
While stopping conditions not true do

Select next solution neighboring s.
Update memory.

End.

For a given problem to be solved using tabu search, three things need to be defined: a set V of feasible solutions
(for the problem), a neighborhood structure N(s) for a given solution s ∈ V , and a tabu list, TL.

As shown in Algorithm 2, an initial solution s is chosen from the set of feasible solution V . This initial solution
is usually chosen randomly. Once an initial solution is chosen, the algorithm goes into a loop that terminates when
one or more of the stopping conditions are met. In the next step of Algorithm 2, the next solution si+1 is selected
from the neighbors of the current solution si , si+1 ∈ N(si). In a basic tabu search, all possible solutions s ∈ N(si) is
considered, and the best solution is chosen as the next solution si+1. Note, however, the use of such selection rule may
result in the algorithm going in circles. At the very worst, the algorithm will go back and forth between two solutions.
To avoid this, memory is incorporated into tabu search.

4.1. Tabu list

The simplest way such a memory can be used is to remember the last k solutions that have been visited, and to
avoid these solutions. That is, the algorithm keeps a list of tabu solutions. The length of this tabu list may be varied,
and a longer list will prevent cycles of greater length—a list of length k will prevent cycles of length � k. However,
it may be impractical (e.g. time consuming to compare the solutions) to incorporate such memory. As such, simpler
type of memories is usually incorporated, one of which is remembering the last k moves made. A move for a solution
si can viewed as ‘changes’ applied to the solution si , to get to a new solution si+1 ∈ N(si). Generally, moves are
defined so that they are reversible: for a move m from si to si+1, there is a reverse move m−1 from si+1 to si . The
tabu search can then keep a tabu list of the last k reverse moves made, and avoid making these moves.

Clearly though, such a list is not a perfect replacement for a solution list. While a move list is much easier to use
than a solution list, in many cases information is lost in that one cannot know for certain if a solution has in fact been
visited in the last k moves. That is, the use of a move list does not guarantee that no cycle of length � k will occur. In
other cases, its use results in a restrictive search pattern—an unvisited solution may be ignored because a move to that
solution is in the tabu list. Still, in other cases, the use of a move list results in both a loss of information, and a more
restrictive search pattern. To partially overcome the restriction imposed by using a move list (for the tabu list), a tabu
search usually incorporates aspiration conditions, whereby a tabu move (a move that is in the tabu list) is selected if
it satisfies one or more of the aspiration conditions. One simple aspiration condition that is commonly used in tabu
search is the following. If a tabu move leads to a solution that is better than the best solution found so far, then it
should be selected. For further information on solution list and move list, refer to [10,11,15].

Finally, one other important feature of tabu search is that of search intensification and search diversification. For
this purpose, a more elaborate memory structure that takes into account the recency, frequency, and quality of solutions
and moves made so far is used.

4.2. Search intensification

In search intensification, exploration is concentrated on the vicinity, or ‘neighbors’ of solutions that have histori-
cally been found to be good. That is, search is concentrated around the elite solutions. Such search may be initiated
when there is evidence that a region (on the solution space) may contain ‘good’ solutions.
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During search intensification, a modified fitness function is used to ‘encourage’ moves or solution’s features that
have historically been found to be good. For example, a ‘reward’ value may be added to the fitness function, so that
certain moves or solution’s features become more attractive. Further, a modified neighborhood structure may also be
used, in order to effectively combine good solution’s features.

Search intensification is usually carried out over a few numbers of iterations. If the process is not able to find
a better solution than the best one found so far, a search diversification is usually carried out.

4.3. Search diversification

The search diversification process, unlike search intensification, attempts to spread out the search process to un-
visited regions, and encourages moves or solution’s features that are significantly different from those that have been
found. For this purpose, a modified fitness function is used, whereby penalties are applied to certain moves or solu-
tion’s features. For example, penalties may be given to frequently made moves, or common solution’s features.

4.4. Tabu search framework

For the tabu search load balancing implementation, we need to define a neighborhood structure for a given solu-
tion S (where S represents a suitable task schedule, as described earlier). Here, the neighborhood NS of a solution S

is defined to consist of moves of a valid task from the current node to an available node.
The tabu search implementation for the grid load balancing problem is graphically depicted in Fig. 2. In the initial-

ization phase, a starting solution is created. To this end, a Sufferage algorithm is used to generate the starting solution,
and the tabu search algorithm explores the solution space from this starting solution. During the exploration process,
the best move is selected, and is then put into a tabu list, to prevent excessive ‘cycling’ of solutions. Moves table are
used instead of solutions table due to the impracticality of using solutions table.

Here, the tabu list keeps a record of the movement of a task to a particular computing node. Moves are kept in the
tabu list for a period of between TLmin and TLmax. The exact period for each move is chosen randomly and uniformly
from [TLmin,TLmax]. Further to this is an aspiration condition, whereby a move that’s tabu will be accepted if it
improves the best solution found so far.

To complement the exploration process, search intensification and search diversification are implemented. The
inclusion of each type improves the performance of tabu search for the load balancing problem.

In search intensification, a modified fitness function is used to decide the next move to be made. In this imple-
mentation, moves with a history of good ‘score’ are rewarded, so that such moves are likely to be chosen during the
intensification period. To do this, a ‘score’ is kept for each move made: the best move for the current iteration that
gives a better solution than the solution from the previous iteration is considered good; the difference in value is then
recorded. The ‘reward’ for a move is then the average of the calculated sum. At the start of this intensification period,
the tabu list is reset, and the period that moves stay in the tabu list is shortened to [TLI,min,TLI,max]. The search
intensification is triggered when the best solution found is repeated. This intensification procedure would normally
last for TI iterations (unless the Back to Normal condition is satisfied).

Here, two types of search diversification procedure are implemented, mild, and hot diversification. In the mild
diversification procedure, a modified fitness function is again used. Here, frequently made moves are penalized, so
that such moves are less likely to be chosen during this diversification procedure. To do this, the ratio of the move to
the total moves performed is calculated. The penalty (for a move) is then calculated as the fitness value × ratio. This
procedure is invoked when the search intensification is not able to improve the solution (Fig. 2). The procedure lasts
for a maximum period of TDm.

Finally, the hot diversification procedure is global in nature, and is executed when the solution found is not im-
proved within a period Tstale. The procedure resets the tabu list, and a new random solution is generated. Further to
this, the move counts used in the mild diversification procedure are also reset. In the event that the conditions for
search intensification and hot diversification are both satisfied, the search intensification takes precedence. Further, at
the beginning of each search intensification and mild diversification, the countdown for Tstale is reset.

Each of the search intensification and mild diversification procedure would normally last for TI and TDm respec-
tively. However, the procedure will exit and go back to normal exploration if a better solution is found.
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Fig. 2. Tabu search procedure.

Table 2
Tabu search parameters

Tabu period TLmin 5
Tabu period TLmax 10
Tabu period TLI,min 2
Tabu period TLI,max 5
Intensification period TI 13
Diversification period TDm 13
Max stale period Tstale 20

Finally, a global stopping condition is used to stop the tabu search. Here, the tabu search is stopped after 200
iterations. An iteration can include a normal exploration, a search intensification, or a search diversification. Table 2
shows the tabu search parameter values used in the experiment.

5. Experiments

To analyze the different algorithms presented above, a set of networks and a set of CBoT applications were gen-
erated. The algorithms were then applied to the set of network and application pairs. The parameters used for the
simulation is given below:
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• The generated networks contain computing nodes in the range of [40,60] nodes with relative processing power
in [1,3]. The communication links exhibit latencies in the range of [0.1,1] ms with bandwidth in the range of
[5,20] Mb/s. The networks are generated randomly.

• An application contains tasks in the range of [160,480]. Depending on the processing power of the nodes, each
task takes between [100,1300] seconds to complete.

• Each computing node also has a background workload associated with it. The background workload time is
assumed to follow an exponential distribution with a mean time of 1000 seconds. Discrete background load
levels of 0 (no background load), 0.8, and 0.2 are used, with probabilities of 0.5, 0.2, and 0.3, respectively. Such
distributions were used as we wanted background workloads that show good variability. Assuming an effective
scheduling algorithm, it is variability in the computing nodes’ effective processing power that necessitates periodic
scheduling, task reassignment, and job migrations.

As the completion time of tasks are dependent on the background workload (which are time variant) present on
each computing node, accurate background workload information of each computing node would be ideal. Ideally,
the workload information of a node should be sent to the scheduler whenever there is a change; that is, the scheduler
has an almost perfect and accurate workload information of all the computing nodes. This however, will result in a lot
of messages being sent to the scheduler. On the other hand, the accuracy of the workload information may have an
important bearing on the quality of the schedules generated by the load balancing algorithms. Some load balancing
algorithms are more sensitive to the accuracies of the workload information, and can generate extremely poor results
even when the workload information accuracy is only slightly less than 100%; other load balancing algorithms are less
sensitive to such accuracies. For example, in the First-fit algorithm tasks are scheduled to the first available computing
node, regardless of the speed and background workload of the computing node; in this case the algorithm is insensitive
to accuracies of the workload information, as it does not use this information. More sophisticated algorithms however,
exploit and use the background workload information to generate better task schedules, albeit with certain sensitivities
to the workload information accuracies.

In the experiments below, rather than assuming perfect and accurate workload information, a practical scenario is
considered: Each processor sends to the scheduler its background workload information only when it finishes a task.
This imperfect information is used for the experiments.

5.1. Results

In the first set of experiment, the genetic algorithm (GA), tabu search (TS), along with Best-fit, Min–min, Max–min,
Sufferage, and Random algorithms were applied to ten different networks and applications with the characteristics
mentioned earlier. The Random algorithm generates a set number of random task schedules, and chooses the best
one—one that gives the minimum makespan. The Random algorithm runs for the same total combined number of
iteration (200 iterations) and population generation (2 × size of TaskSet) as the GA. The Random algorithm also
considers whole job migrations—the canceling of tasks from one node and reallocating them to another node.

Except for the Best-fit algorithm, the other algorithms considered all have scheduling period of 900 seconds. At
each scheduling run, all tasks in the window are considered for scheduling. In this way, schedule can be improved
and refined at each scheduling run, and take in to account changes in background workload in processors. At each
scheduling run, enough tasks are scheduled on to the processors so that no processor is idle between scheduling run.
The results are shown graphically in Fig. 3. In the figure, the relative makespan percentages are calculated from the
geometric mean of the makespans (as obtained from each algorithm). Geometric mean of the makespans is used
instead of the arithmetic mean, as the value of the arithmetic mean can be easily ‘influenced’ by one or two large
makespans, essentially dominating and dictating the arithmetic mean. From the graph it can be seen that tabu search
(TS) has the lowest makespans, followed closely by genetic algorithm (GA). Best-fit and Random gives the worst
results of all the seven algorithms considered. Best-fit does not perform as well because it does not re-schedule tasks
once they have been assigned, which is essential with varying background workloads in the computing nodes. Further
detailed statistics of the five best performing algorithms are shown in Table 3.

In Table 3, the second column shows the geometric mean of the makespan for each algorithm. Deviation represents
the average percentage deviation from the best heuristic value. For each algorithm and each simulation run, the devi-
ation value is computed as the relative difference from the best heuristic. The arithmetic mean of all the deviations is
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Fig. 3. Results for the different algorithms.

Table 3
Statistics for the different algorithms

Algorithm Geometric mean Deviation (%) Rank

GA 4646 4.37 2.4
TS 4526 1.48 1.8
Min–min 5136 15.54 3.8
Max–min 4904 10.19 3
Sufferage 5136 15.47 4

then computed. The Rank column represents the rank of the values generated from each heuristic. For each simulation
run, the best heuristic is given a rank of 1, and the worst given a rank of 7. The arithmetic mean of the ranks is then
computed.

The Deviation and Rank columns give an indication of how good each algorithm is. They are both useful, as one al-
gorithm may have a higher rank (closer to one)—the rank is independent of actual makespan values, but also have
a higher percentage deviation. For example, Algorithm 1 has rank 1.2 and Algorithm 2 has rank 3; but Algorithm 1 has
percentage deviation of 30% and Algorithm 2 has percentage deviation of 10%. Based on the rank Algorithm 1 is
preferable to Algorithm 2; however, based on the percentage deviation, Algorithm 2 is preferable to Algorithm 1. That
is, Algorithm 2 may rarely give the best performance but is always close to it, whereas Algorithm 1 may give the best
performance most often, but is less predictable and can give really poor results. Depending on the application and
usage scenarios, Algorithm 2 may be preferable to Algorithm 1.

From the above we can see TS has a lower geometric mean of the maxspan, much lower average percentage
deviation, and higher average rank than the other algorithms. Both the GA and TS has average percentage deviation
that is at least two times smaller than the other algorithms. TS also have an average rank that is at least 1 rank above
the other algorithms except GA.

5.2. Effect of scheduling period

Periodic scheduling allows prior schedules to be refined and improved with updated system information. This
is especially important as there are background workloads associated with the computing nodes; these background
workloads—which changes over time, affects tasks’ completion time; a higher workload will result in a delay in tasks’
completion time, while a change from a high workload to a low workload will result in faster completion of tasks.

In this set of experiment the genetic algorithm (GA), tabu search (TS), Min–min, Max–min, and Sufferage load
balancing algorithms are run with different scheduling period. The results are shown in Fig. 4. While some of the
algorithms show some variability on the results as the scheduling period is increased, there is a general trend of
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Fig. 4. Effect of scheduling period on the geometric mean of the makespans.

Fig. 5. Geometric mean of makespans with no periodic scheduling.

increasing makespans as the scheduling period is increased. As the scheduling period is increased, the load balancing
algorithms are less able to re-adjust and re-optimize the task schedules, which is especially important due to the
variability of the background workload of the computing nodes. At the extreme end, when scheduling is done only
once and no tasks re-scheduling is done, all the algorithms will behave essentially like a purely random algorithm;
this result is shown in Fig. 5.

6. Conclusion

This paper addressed the use of genetic algorithm (GA) and tabu search (TS) to solve the grid load balancing
problem. Results of the experiment show that the two methods can be effectively used for grid load balancing. GA
and TS shows similar performance results, and performs better than the Best-fit, Random, Min–min, Max–min, and
Sufferage algorithms. As the scheduling period is decreased resulting in more scheduling runs, the performance gains
from GA and TS increases.

One drawback of the proposed GA and TS algorithms is that they incur extra storage and processing requirement at
the scheduling node. The savings from the proposed GA and TS schemes, however, may outweigh the extra overhead
incurred by the schemes, especially considering the ever-decreasing costs of storage and processing power.
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